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YOU SAID BIG CATS 

Wider Tiger range in Zhangguangcai Mountain

Zhangguangcai Mountain (ZGM) is the 
important tiger range in the west of 
Changbai Mountain Lnadscape, 5,623 
km2 of south ZGM has been identified 
as the priority conservation region 
of Amur tiger in 2010. WWF carried 
out the prey survey of south ZGM and 
Hunchun in March 2020. According to 
the results of prey survey in 2020, there 
was a similar prey density in south 
ZGM and Hunchun. 

Currently, huge predictably habitat of 
tiger in ZGM has been segmented by the Heda Highway between China Northeast Tiger 
and Leopard National Park (CNTLNP). Therefore, the corridors connecting the habitat 
between ZGM and CNTLNP are in urgent need; WWF is engaging all the efforts for 
corridor building for tiger population recovery in the future.

Safety of Tigers and Leopards Depends on Ungulates Well-being

WWF supported supplementary 
feeding for ungulates in Amur tiger and 
leopard home range. This season, WWF 
continued cooperation on the issue with 
12 model hunting clubs in Primorsky, 
Khabarovsky and Evreiskaya 
Provinces. The clubs protect, monitor 
and supplementary feed ungulates. 50 
tons of the most popular crops such 
as soybean, corn and oats and over 
40 tons of mineral substances were 
purchased with WWF’s funds, as well 
as fuel and spare parts for the hunting clubs in need. An important part of WWF Russia’s 
work includes the development and construction of supplementary feeding stations.

This season, 6 such facilities were built in Severnaya, Fauna Hunting Leases in Primorye 
and Taiga Hunting Lease in Khabarovsky Province. Having such complexes is important 
under African swine fever threat in the Far East.

WWF’s experience shows that the number of ungulates in the areas with introduced 
modern biotechnology methods is stable or steadily growing. In 2020, according to the 
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results of the Amur tiger monitoring on Spasskaya model plot, which covers the territory 
of two WWF’s partner hunting leases, Sinegorye and Fauna, 12 tigers were registered 
although 7-8 years ago there were only transit visits of single tigers. The number of 
various ungulates species has increased by times. Most of WWF’s partners, after seeing 
positive effect, are actively investing their own funds in applying modern management 
methods and biotechnology. For example, last season 300 tons of crops were purchased 
with hunting clubs’ own funds. Severnaya Hunting Lease launched a crop rotation 
experiment to obtain the maximum harvest for ungulates feeding. They also started to 
early sowing of forage.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/blagopoluchie-tigra-
i-leoparda-zavisit-ot-togo-kak-zhivetsya-kopytnym/

Expanded Dispersal Area of Amur Tiger Range in China

According to the monitoring results based on camera traps and footprints in FY20, we 
found some new recording of Amur tiger in the key tiger habitat of NE China. A male tiger 
of HNH disperse to Dahailin Forestry Bureau of Heilongjiang province. The dispersal 
distance is about 150km. In addition, two male tigers were recorded in Dongjingcheng 
Forestry Burau and Dongning Forestry Bureau of Northeast China Tiger and Leopard 
National Park. The results show that a wider potential tiger habitats are being utilized by 
Amur tiger in NE China.

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/blagopoluchie-tigra-i-leoparda-zavisit-ot-togo-kak-zhivetsya-kopytnym/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/blagopoluchie-tigra-i-leoparda-zavisit-ot-togo-kak-zhivetsya-kopytnym/
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Two Regional Protected Areas Got All-terrain Vehicles

Recently established Komissarovsky 
Wildlife Refuge and Khasansky Nature 
Park got two ATVs Yamaha Grizzly 700 
EPS 2020 to protect their territories 
which are home for the Amur tigers and 
Amur leopards. The off-roaders will be 
employed for patrolling and protection, 
for ungulates management activities, 
and for counting animals to further put 
in place the effort on their monitoring.

Komissarovsky Nature Refuge and 
Khasansky Nature Park are key areas in Primorye for rare animals conservation. They 
are not part of the Sikhote-Alin mountain range and are important for transboundary 
conservation. According to the data, in Komissarovsky WR there are 3-5 tigers. From 
WWF’s perspective, well preserved forests can become home for the Amur leopard that 
settle from the southwestern Primorye. 

The vehicles were bought with VTB bank’s funds as part of the Conservation of Rare Cats 
of Russia project. 

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/dve-regionalnye-
oopt-primorskogo-kraya-poluchili-vezdekhodnuyu-tekhniku-po-proektu-wwf-rossii-i-
vtb/

Story: Bees Help Protect Tigers

This bottle of linden honey is produced by Wu’s family, a local community resident of 
Huangnihe National Nature Reserve. Every summer to autumn is the season to harvest 
honey, and it's also the busiest time for beekeepers in the community. Wu said:" If the 
linden honey is white, that is good. The thicker the better.Yellow linden honey is not so 
good." 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/dve-regionalnye-oopt-primorskogo-kraya-poluchili-vezdekhodnuyu-tekhniku-po-proektu-wwf-rossii-i-vtb/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/dve-regionalnye-oopt-primorskogo-kraya-poluchili-vezdekhodnuyu-tekhniku-po-proektu-wwf-rossii-i-vtb/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/dve-regionalnye-oopt-primorskogo-kraya-poluchili-vezdekhodnuyu-tekhniku-po-proektu-wwf-rossii-i-vtb/
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Lao Wu, more than 50 years old this year,is an ordinary community resident. He grew 
up here. When he was a child, there were many wild animals in the mountains, including 
roe deer and sika deer. At that time, many families had hunting guns. The economic 
conditions were not good, so they hunted sometimes to improve their meals, and the fur 
could also sell for some money. Later, the forest was logged a lot and there were much 
fewer animals in the mountains. In order to protect the wildlife and their homes, our 
country banned hunting. 

In recent years, there are more and more wild animals in the forest. However, the living 
conditions of Wu and the villagers didn’t changed much compare to that in the city. Their 
main sources of income are corn, agaric and ginseng planting. Most of the young people 
in the village have gone to work in the city, leaving behind the old.

The annual income of a family is only tens of thousands of yuan, which is only equal to the 
salary of a person in the city. This would increase the risk of poaching. Wu said: "the staff 
of the reserve talk about protection with us. However, we can only solve the problems of 
food and clothing but not care about conservation. "

Donate the hive

Since 2018, to encourage the community residents to participate in the protection 
and help the residents improve their economic income, WWF has donated nearly 400 
beehives to the community residents and excellent rangers in the Amur tiger range; 
and has organized professional and technical training for beekeeping. Part of the Wu’s 
family's beehives were donated by WWF.

Every 10 sets of beehives can increase the income of 1500 yuan to 2500 yuan for the 
residents of the reserve, and can effectively improve the living conditions of the residents. 
Wu’s family now has 35 sets of beehives, and this year he wants to get some more to 60 
sets. In this way, the beehives will generate more than 10,000 yuan of income for the 
Wu’s family every year. With the support of WWF , the local community also established 
tiger friendly non timber forest products cooperative to ensure that all production chains 
are safe and healthy. The honey farm that coexists with nature is the home for the local 
residents and many rare wild animals to survive. Sustainable forest economy could not 
only protect this beautiful primitive home, but also provide opportunities for the local 
people to enjoy the natural fruits.

Beekeeping and honey production can also protect the “the king of forest”

The production of honey supports the voluntary patrol teams of at least three villages, who 
regularly carry out patrol such as snare removal every year. Through the establishment 
of cooperative with the local government, we can further protect and restore the Amur 
tiger population, mobilize the local community residents to participate in the cause of 
Amur tiger conservation, create a unique brand of the nature reserve and improve the 
popularity of the reserve.

Mobilize local bee farmers and volunteers to join in the cooperative, jointly carry out the 
ecological breeding industry project, drive to become rich, make the ecological protection 
awareness deeply rooted in the hearts of people, so as to develop and attract more 
community residents to join in the protection team, to realize the healthy development 
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of the protection area, which is also an important factor to support the sustainable 
development of the Amur tiger conservation work.

Compensation for human wildlife conflict

One night last year, a black bear was attracted by honey and went to the Wu's bee farm to 
have a feast. The next day, the black bear came again, causing lots of damage to the hives 
again. The ranger came and installed the camera and trapped the black bear. During that 
time, the black bear was needed to be driven away every day. The good news was that 
the hives destroyed by the black bear can apply for "wildlife accident compensation". Wu 
immediately applied and got the compensation from the government.

What is the compensation mechanism for HWC?

The compensation mechanism of HWC is one of the important means to solve human 
wildlife conflict. With the increasing protection of ecological environment and wildlife 
in China, the population and habitat of wildlife are gradually restored. Meanwhile, the 
human and property losses caused by HWC are also gradually increased, such as the 
damage to farmland by wild boar, livestock by Amur tiger and leopard and casualties 
caused by wild elephant or takin, etc.

On the one hand, the increase of these "human wildlife conflicts" will cause personal 
injury or property loss, on the other hand, it will intensify the relationship between 
wildlife and local residents, and hinder the promotion of wildlife protection. In order to 
solve these problems, some provinces and cities in China have taken the lead in launching 
and implementing the human wildlife conflict compensation to compensate for the loss 
of people and property in the event of HWC, to alleviate the contradiction between wild 
animals and local community residents, so as to protect wildlife more effectively and 
promote the harmonious coexistence of human and nature.

In addition, there are also villagers in Huangnihe Nature Reserve who have transplanted 
the wild vegetables in the mountain - osmunda, which are planted in their own garden. 
Osmunda is a kind of fern with economic value. Because of its rich nutrition and the effect 
of cool and ease, it can be sold to 150-190 yuan per kilogram in the market, which also 
increases the income of villagers.

Last year, WWF visited more than 100 osmunda farmers in Huangnihe to investigate 
the opportunities and challenges of osmunda planting. We hope that osmunda can be 
promoted to other tiger range in the future to increase the income of local residents. With 
more income, compensation provides protection, the villagers are happy and willing to 
participate in the protection. Ren Hongliang, a ranger from Tianqiaoling Forestry Bureau, 
said: "our rangers are not well-paid, less than 3000 a mounth. After work, we raise bees 
by ourselves. Every year we will spend a lot of money to buy hives. I feel very happy that 
WWF can donate us beehives and give us training. It's our duty to protect wildlifes. I will 
work harder to do a good job in protecting wild animals and plants."
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Short Stories by Pavel Fomenko on Tiger Conservation and Life in the Taiga Collected in  
One Book

That was published by WWF and 
Eksmo Publishing House in April. 
“A Kiss of a Tigress” is a collection of 
stories about tigers, wildness, taiga 
adventures, cruelties of the field life 
and about ordinary unusual people. 18 
stories are the real events Pavel took 
part in. Saving orphaned tiger cubs, 
heavy loss of favorite dog, investigation 
of tiger kill by a hunter, an attack of 
a tiger in a Rehabilitation Centre’s 
enclosure. In the latter story Pavel 
was the main character and nearly fell 
victim of the tigress. Due to a technical mistake the animal attacked Pavel and nearly 
killed him. This contact with the tigress Pavel called a kiss being in the hospital after one 
of the multiple surgeries. The book is his field diary while a tiger is spiritual strength that 
helps us conserve the Russia’s main asset – its nature. You can buy the book (only in 
Russian) on the WWF Russia showcase. 

Joint Project of WWF, VIBER Got International SABRE Award

For the Saving Siberian Tiger project that won the 
first prize in the nomination Best in Real-Time 
Engagement. SABRE Awards. Las fall, WWF and 
Viber stared a project to draw public attention 
towards tigers. The users had the chance to get 
thematic stickers, become part of the community, 
and to make a donation for tiger conservation 
activities though a chat bot. Before tiger another 
charismatic species of the Russian fauna became 
heroes of this fruitful partnership like a walrus, 
a Polar bear. SABRE Awards is designed by the 
prominent world known PR media outlet The 
Holmes Report.
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TOGETHER FOR CONSERVATION 
EFFECTIVENESS

Onon River, head of the Amur river kept from the risk of pollution 

Parliament of Mongolia has approved 10 areas (5 new protected area, 5 expansion 
and upgrade of category) for national protected areas on 7 May 2020. The territory of 
protected areas will increase by 1.3 million ha, which accounts for 21 percent (32,891,617 
ha) of the total land of Mongolia. The described areas cover 1.3 million hectares of eight 
provinces throughout the nation and 6 areas out of them are located in the headwater 
of the Amur-Heilong and Altai-Sayan landscape. WWF-Mongolia provided technical 
and financial support to the proposal, which will result in the protection of 1.05 million 
hectares. 

Gutai and Khumul NP which is the run-off generating areas of Onon river, one of the only 
two sources of the Amur river. The locals are happy that the Gutain Davaa, which have 
attracted a lot of attention in recent years, have been taken under special state protection. 
Thanks to parliament decision gold mining stopped in Gutai gold deposit located in a 
territory of Khentii province and Onon River, head of the Amur river kept from the 
risk of pollution. If mining takes place at this deposit, risk of pollution and reduction 
of water level where thousands of people and animals live on it. This is an achievement 
only after over 12 years tireless effort of WWF-Mongolia in cooperation with other key 
stakeholders especially local communities. WWF-Mongolia has been actively involved in 
initiating this decision, where it was appreciated by locals. We had jointly conducted a 
broader set of preparation activities such as developing the justification for the proposed 
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protected area, organizing discussions and consultations at local and decision making 
level, and conducting public awareness activities. In addition, the expansion of the Onon 
Balj national park to protect the Onon river basin, the source of the Amur river, will help 
improve its protection. 

Two sites from the RAMSAR site have been included under special state protection. In 
particular, the Khurkh Khuiten river valley in the eastern part of the country and the 
Achit Nuur in the western part of the country have been included in the state protected 
area. 

Huma River Fish Release

WWF and his partners, Heilongjiang 
Fisheries Research Institute of Chinese 
Academy of Fishery Sciences and Huma 
County Fisheries Station, launched 
a Pacific salmons releasing activity 
in Huma River on June 4. A total of 
30,000 salmon fish were released. They 
were all artificially bred by protectors 
last autumn. Only about 1% of the fish 
can successfully grow up and migrate 
to their birthplace. In recent year, the 

breeding migratory fish have been recorded in uptreams of Heilongjiang River.

Huma County Fisheries Station was established in 2015, total annual fish release of 
100,000 to 300,000. Migratory fish were widely distributed in Heilongjiang River Basin. 
However, due to environment change, water pollution, overfishing and other factors, 
the fish has declined significantly in China. Huma River is a first-class uptream river of 
Heilongjiang River, and also used to be an important breeding ground for salmon. In 
recent years, the adult fish migrating here have been hard to find.

WWF and his partners will protect them through various means, such as breeding and 
releasing, nature education and so on. When we look at the Huma River, we hope that the 
adult fish can return to their hometown smoothly and reproduce.

Damage Seen from Space: 1500 Kilometers of Rivers in the Amur Basin Polluted

WWF Russia Amur branch summed up 
the results of the first month of satellite 
monitoring of river pollution in the 
Russian Far East. The monitoring was 
organized by WWF Russia with financial 
support from the Presidential Grants 
Fund. Since May 15, 42 cases of water 
bodies pollution in three Far Eastern 
regions were revealed; the total length 
of pollution was 1,510 kilometers. For 
all identified facts, letters of concern 
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were prepared and sent to the subordinate bodies of Rosprirodnadzor with a request 
to find out the causes and source of pollution, as well as take measures to punish those 
gold mining enterprises that caused river pollution. Amurskaya Province takes the lead 
in the number of detected pollutions. After first month, ecologists recorded 34 cases of 
pollution of water bodies with a total length of 1321 km in this province. In Zabaikalsky 
province 4 facts of pollution with a total length of 130 km were found, and in Kamchatka 
- also 4 cases with a total length of pollution of 59 km. 

In recent years, the number of licenses issued for the exploration and placer gold mining 
in the Amur basin has increased dramatically and the number of enterprises conducting 
this activity has increased as well. For example, in 2017 in Amurskaya Province 81 
licenses were obtained for activities related to the exploration and extraction of placer 
gold, in 2018 - 220, in 2019 it reached 258. A similar situation is observed in Khabarovsky 
Province, where the number of issued licenses increased from 25 in 2017 to 77 in 2019. 
Moreover, a significant number of licenses are issued for areas located on rivers where 
gold mining has not previously been conducted.

WWF Russia believes that it is necessary to limit the issuance of licenses for rivers 
previously not affected by placer gold mining; for areas adjacent to the protected areas; 
for areas located close to settlements or having special environmental or economic 
value; to increase the role of local people voice in making decisions on the launch of gold 
mining projects in a particular area; to toughen penalties for miners - violators of the 
environmental law.

Recommendations will be provided to local decision makers

With the support of WWF-
Mongolia, Khentii province Citizens 
Representatives meeting approved the 
“Water protection zones (special and 
ordinary protection zones) of water 
bodies” in 2016. This made it possible 
to implement the Law on Water by 
defining no-go areas for mining, 
preventing floods in urban areas, and 
protecting drinking water sources 
and supplies at the settlement areas. 
Although some time has passed, the law enforcement is weak. Therefore, the Governor 
of Khentii province established a working group in 2019 and selected Binder as a model 
soum to ensure the implementation of the law.

The first meeting of the working group was held in October 2019, and a work plan was 
developed and defined the works needed to be done. Evaluation meeting was scheduled 
for February 2020, but was postponed due to COVID-19. The working group received 
permission from the Emergency Management Agency of Khentii province and organized 
a meeting to evaluate their work on May 22, 2020 in Binder soum of Khentii province. 
The parties have accomplished a lot.
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The Onon Ulz River Basin Administration has implemented many tasks, including 
marking protected areas, providing flood warnings, and workshop on the importance 
of bio-toilets. In addition, the integration of the protected area database was carried 
out in cooperation with the parties. WWF-Mongolia has focused on advocacy and has 
been in charge for producing brochures and videos. Although the parties are working 
hard to enforce the law, a land use planning is still causing problems. The working group 
emphasized that there is a problem of flooding and river pollution due to poor research 
and land management for various use, and decided to make recommendations to the 
Khentii province Citizens' Representative Meeting and soum authorities. In particular, 
the working group stressed the need to provide training on the Law on Water to soum 
administrations and land officers.

Village Conservation Convention 

Community is an important force 
in wildlife protection. Agricultural 
reclamation, community expansion, 
road construction, etc., have a negative 
impact on the natural environment, 
endanger the food chain of protected 
species, and damage the habitat. In May, 
WWF NEC visited villages and forest 
farms in Huangnihe National Nature 
Reserve to learn about the livelihood of 
community residents, human and animal 
conflicts, etc. WWF also launched the 

Village Conservation Convention, which calls on villagers to form an "environmental 
protection team" to participate in patrol, communication, supervision, evaluation of tiger 
conservation.

WWF NEC has reached a consensus with the pilot community, led all residents to abide 
the protection convention, and made community residents become important members 
of the protection work.

Dating Service MAMBA will Help WWF Protecting Oriental Storks

Mamba app and WWF announce a joint 
initiative in support of the Keepers 
of Oriental Storks Nests. From April 
till the late October, in Amurskaya 
Province a number activities on the 
stork conservation will be implemented. 
Mamba Dating Service app. decided to 
take under wing these birds as the stork 
is a symbol of an addition to the family. 
Everyone knows what a visit from the 
stork means but not each person is aware that these birds are monogamic, “faithful” 
to each other, and demonstrate a prominent parent behavior. As part of the Keepers 
of Oriental Storks Nests project, WWF will undertake fire prevention measures in the 
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field, put protective devices around the trees with nests, and do public awareness actions. 
Mamba will take care of one of four cameras installed in the nests. On-line camera will be 
streaming the activities in the nest. The translation can be watched on the AmurInfoCenter 
and in Mamba app.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/servis-znakomstv-
mamba-pomozhet-wwf-sokhranyat-dalnevostochnykh-aistov-simvol-krepkoy-semi-i-
vernost

Automatic camera research in Khar Yamaat nature reserve 

Khar Yamaat nature reserve is a 
protected area inhabited by a wide range 
of wildlife, including red deer, roe deer, 
wolf, lynx, and Pallas cat. 40 automatic 
cameras were installed in January 
2020 by WWF-Mongolia experts in 
collaboration with Khar Yamaat Nature 
Reserve rangers to determine the 
location, numbers, and movements of 
these animals in the protected area, 
as well as to determine the impact of 
domestic animals on wildlife spatial 
distribution. They checked the cameras 
in May 2020. According to the experts, 
automatic camera captured roe deers, wolves and eagles. Automatic cameras will be 
stationed throughout a year for research.

In addition, WWF-Mongolia has been responsible for the management of the Khar 
Yamaat Nature Reserve since 2014 under an agreement with the Ministry of Environment 
and Tourism and the administrations of Khentii and Sukhbaatar provinces. 

Marking your Apiary on the Map is Saving the Linden

WWF Russia and the Association 
of Beekeepers of Primorye began 
compiling a map of apiaries of 
Primorsky Province to support 
provincial measures on linden 
conservation. The map will help identify 
new "rest zones" where linden logging 
is banned. In 2019, by the initiative of 
the Primorsky Province Governor to 
protect and honey-bearing plants from 
logging, about 1.2 million hectares of 
linden forests, so-called “rest zones”, 
were delineated and included in the provincial Forest Plan. Mapping bee farms, which 
is carried out for the first time in the past 40 years in Primorye by the initiative of WWF 
Russia and the Association of Beekeepers of Primorsky Province will become the basis for 
identifying new "rest zones".

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/servis-znakomstv-mamba-pomozhet-wwf-sokhranyat-dalnevostochnykh-aistov-simvol-krepkoy-semi-i-vernost
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/servis-znakomstv-mamba-pomozhet-wwf-sokhranyat-dalnevostochnykh-aistov-simvol-krepkoy-semi-i-vernost
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/servis-znakomstv-mamba-pomozhet-wwf-sokhranyat-dalnevostochnykh-aistov-simvol-krepkoy-semi-i-vernost
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At present, local forestry units have information only on those apiaries, which were 
leased as forest plots of the state forest fund. But the share of such plots is pitifully small 
and hardly reaches 5% of the real number of bee farms in each of the regions. Therefore, 
to create a reliable map of apiaries in Primorye the solidarity of beekeepers is more 
important than ever. On the initiative of the Association of Beekeepers of Primorsky 
province, the delineating of "rest zones" was included in the proposals for a new draft of 
the regional Law on beekeeping, which is currently undergoing public hearings.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/lesa/khochesh-sokhranit-
lipu-nanesi-svoyu-paseku-na-kartu-primorya/

Lake enclosure is proven to be effective 

Binder Lake, one of the main bird breeding area in the Khurkh Khuiten Nature Reserve, 
was partially protected in 2018 by the Batshireet soum CBO of Khentii province with 
funding from WWF-Mongolia. The purpose of fencing the lake headwater is to protect it 
from livestock, to increase the water level and reduce the burden on the birds' nest and 
laid eggs. As a result of successful conservation work, birds migrated in and laid their 
eggs this spring. In recent years, the lake's water level has dropped, and the number of 
birds has decreased due to hundreds of livestock around the area.

In order to make the protection more effective, the local people are coming together to 
make the enclosure sturdier and responsible for its future maintenance.

First Storks Fitted with GPS Transmitters are Back in the Amur Basin

Three Oriental storks fitted with GPS 
transmitters in 2018 as part of the 
joint China-Russian research program 
on birds migration routes came back 
to their homeland and built nests in 
the Russian part of the Amur Basin. 
Specialists of NGO AmurSEU keep 
monitoring the unique “residents”.

The work on studying flyways of the 
Oriental storks has become possible 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/lesa/khochesh-sokhranit-lipu-nanesi-svoyu-paseku-na-kartu-primorya/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/lesa/khochesh-sokhranit-lipu-nanesi-svoyu-paseku-na-kartu-primorya/
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thanks to the MOU signed in 2018 between the Research Center for Eco-Environmental 
Sciences of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Honghe Nature Reserve, the Coordination 
Council of the directors of nature reserves of the southern Far East, the United Directorate 
“Zapovednoye Priamurye” and WWF Russia Amur branch.

Similar research works were carried out 20 years ago. Now, it’s important to understand 
the changes in stork migration routes over these years. This year the tracks of three 
storks fitted with radio “backpacks” were recorded in Russia. These birds are the baby 
chicks fitted with GPS transmitters in 2018. One chick came back to the Amursky WR 
in Amurskaya Province and built a nest. Another chick tracked in Evreiskaya Province 
is back home too. And one more chick from Evreiskaya province has moved to the 
neighboring Amurskaya Province. A nest of the transmitter-fitted-bird in Khanka NR 
was found in China in Jiangsu Province.

Over two years of observations, 128 chicks of Oriental storks were fitted with GPS 
transmitters with support of WWF partners. WWF Russia believes that the program will 
bring many discoveries.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/pervye-aisty-
pomechennye-gps-peredatchikami-postroili-gnezda-v-basseyne-amura/

The brown bear released into wild 

In November 2019, a brown bear with 
frozen paws was found in Onon-Balj 
National Park, where he was unable 
to find food on its own. A two-year-old 
bear was reported to have entered the 
home of a local herder family and was 
rescued by PA administration officials. 
Immediately after the bear was 
brought in, biologists and veterinarians 
examined the bear and found that its 
four paws were frozen, cracked, and 
bleeding. Veterinarians concluded the bear is not able to winter on its own due to the 
injury and PA administration staff prepared warm place and have been feeding him 
ever since. Residents of the buffer zone were provided with up-to-date news about the 
bear, food donations were issued, and daily observations of the bear's diet, behavior, and 
health were made.

The bear's paws healed properly. Therefore, he returned to the wild in April 2020. 
Specialists from the Onon-Balj National Park Administration took the initiative to care 
and feed the bear, with financial support from the WWF-Mongolia, Ministry of Nature, 
Environment and Tourism and the local community. 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/pervye-aisty-pomechennye-gps-peredatchikami-postroili-gnezda-v-basseyne-amura/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/pervye-aisty-pomechennye-gps-peredatchikami-postroili-gnezda-v-basseyne-amura/
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Living Taiga Contest of Conservation Journalism Announced its Winners

Among the winners of the annual Far Eastern contest there are nine journalists active 
in covering environmental issue in local and all-Russia press. The main prize – bronze 
ginseng – will go to the winners yet, more journalists will receive additional prizes. These 
are six diplomas A Hope for the Living Taiga Contest, 11 Laureate Certificates, and ten 
special diplomas. Besides seven press persons and camera man were rewarded the right 
to visit the field school in September. This year 42 proposals were received from 55 from 
staff and stringer correspondents representing 40 press outlets of the Amur ecoregion 
and two web portals. Altogether the jury reviewed 230 materials out of which 183 printed 
items, 47 video plots on the nominations Amur Tiger Conservation, Forests for Life, 
Green Belt of Amur, Protected Lands, International Year for the Cranes, Realm of Wild 
Salmon, and Personality in Nature Protection. The best press persons of the southern Far 
East will perfect their skills at the field school, share their expertise, and get acquainted 
with WWF’s activities for the coming year to be portrayed. 
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WHEN THE BELT IS GREEN

Online quiz competition successfully organized

WWF-Mongolia, together with Onon-Balj National Park Administration, organized a 
public awareness campaign from May 1 to June 15, 2020. The aim of the campaign was 
to increase the protection and value of the biodiversity of the national park by improving 
the legal and ecological knowledge of the local people and improving the cooperation 
between the parties.

Within the framework of the campaign, a quiz competition was organized online in order 
to improve environmental awareness of the citizens and to motivate the citizens who 
are under quarantine in connection with the spread of “COVID-19”. The competition 
was organized in three stages. Total of 78 people participated in the competition and 
enriched their knowledge by answering questions about the flora and fauna of the Onon-
Balj National Park and the legal environment of special protected areas. In addition, an 
e-challenge was announced in June 2020 to encourage students in Onon River Basin to 
have the positive attitude, and the competition information is now posted online.

"New Homes" for scally-sided merganser

In April 30, 2020, WWF cooperated 
with the Wildlife Protection Office 
of Jilin Forestry and Grassland 
Administration to offer 110 artificial 
nest boxes of scally-sided merganser 
for 9 nature reserves and forestry 
bureaus, including Songjiang Forestry 
Bureau and Dunhua Forestry Bureau, 
aiming to provide more favorable living 
conditions for breeding population of 
scally-sided merganser.

Scally-sided merganser is a national level I key protected bird. It is listed as an endangered 
(EN) species by IUCN and is known as "giant panda in birds". Changbai Mountain Area 
of Jilin Province is the main breeding place of scally-sided merganser. In recent years, 
the field survey data shows that there are about 190 breeding populations of Chinese 
merganser in Changbai Mountain, which are mainly distributed in Erdaobai River, 
Toudaosonghua River, Erdaosonghua River, Fuer River, Songjiang River and other 
water systems. The donation of the 110 artificial nest boxes is the largest project in the 
whole project area of Heilongjiang Basin (AHEC). The tailor-made wooden nest boxes 
will be placed in various protected areas, which are suitable for breeding of scally-sided 
mergansers. They are expected to be utilised by the birds next year.

Liu Peiqi, director of WWF NEC said: "the artificial nest boxes are only the beginning of the 
scally-sided merganser conservation in Changbai Mountain area. We are more concerned 
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about how to improve the management level of the protected areas. The recovery of the 
bird population needs not only the expansion of the local breeding population, but also 
the joint efforts of all parties. "

A White-naped crane released into wild after wintering in Rehab Centre

The white-naped crane was released 
on 7 April in Primorye on the Khanka 
lowland, in the area of buffer zone of 
the Khanka Lake Nature Reserve, the 
same place where this rare Red List 
bird was found exhausted and rescued 
by rangers in November 2019. This 
young white-naped crane spent the 
whole winter at Rehabilitation Center 
“TIGR” in the village of Alekseevka of 
Primorsky Province and was under the 

patronage of WWF. Here the bird was examined, fed, and finally, with a diagnosis of 
“healthy, ready for release into the wild” and permission of Rosprirodnadzor in hands, 
the crane was placed into a transport cage and taken to the place of release. To everyone's 
joy, right after the bird left the cage it immediately has taken the wing and headed towards 
the Khanka Lake, to the breeding site of its relatives. The white-naped crane became the 
first rare heat-loving bird, which got at the Rehab Center in winter. Due to circumstances, 
the bird did not fly to warmer places and without the help of people would simply die in 
snow and frost. A medical storage room was adapted for a temporary house for the crane; 
a comfortable temperature was maintained here and a balanced diet was provided. WWF 
Russia took care of the bird. Before the release into the wild, the crane was replaced into 
an enclosure, which was built with WWF support last year for rehabilitation of the Far 
Eastern storks and turned out to very useful now for the crane.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/daurskiy-zhuravl-
perezimovavshiy-v-tsentre-reabilitatsii-tigr-v-primore-vypushchen-v-prirodu-/

Local citizens are actively participating in the “Tree for water, water for life” campaign

WWF-Mongolia has been in charge of 
the management of the Khar Yamaat 
Nature Reserve since 2014. The 
conservation work continues effectively. 
The Governor's Office of Bayan-Ovoo 
soum of Khentii province has launched 
the “Favourable Environment - Green 
Development” campaign to support 
the “Tree for water, water for life” 
campaign. In the spring of 2020, 21 
households planted currant bushes 
in their yards with the support of the 
campaign. This is the beginning of the 
fact that all households in the soum center will have fruit trees in their backyards to meet 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/daurskiy-zhuravl-perezimovavshiy-v-tsentre-reabilitatsii-tigr-v-primore-vypushchen-v-prirodu-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/daurskiy-zhuravl-perezimovavshiy-v-tsentre-reabilitatsii-tigr-v-primore-vypushchen-v-prirodu-/
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their household needs. As part of “Tree for water, water for life” campaign, the soum 
households volunteered to plant trees and planted 200 elms in Delgerkhaan Mountain. 
They will be fully responsible for watering and caring for the trees they plant.

Save Grassland

Grassland is one of the largest 
ecosystems in the world. We compare 
forests to the "lungs" of the earth, 
wetlands to the "kidneys" of the earth, 
and grasslands to the "skin" of the 
earth. Grassland has many ecological 
service functions, such as windbreak 
and sand fixation, water conservation, 
climate regulation and biodiversity 
maintenance. It is the largest ecosystem 
and ecological barrier of land area 
in China, and also one of the most 
important natural resources. 

China has 392.8 million hectares of natural grassland, accounting for about 12% of the 
global grassland area. However, for a long time, the grassland has been overused or 
destroyed, and the area of grassland degradation has been increasing. 

Songnen Plain, located in the north of Northeast China. As one of the important commodity 
grain bases in China, the inappropriate agricultural activities and the excessive use of 
pesticides and fertilizers have deteriorated of local grassland ecosystem; the grassland 
is in serious degradation and salinization. In order to promote the ecological restoration 
of Songnen plain grassland, with the support of Satine brand of Yili Group, WWF and 
partners launched the pilot project of "restoration and sustainable management of 
degraded grassland in Songnen Plain".

In the early stage of the pilot project, experts from WWF and Institute of Nature and 
Ecology of Heilongjiang Academy of Sciences investigated and studied the pilot grassland. 
Through the investigation and analysis of the current situation of plant resources, the 
expert team divided the grassland into four areas. According to the different degradation 
situation of each area, different methods were adopted for recovery. By means of rapid 
planting and sustainable management, the biodiversity of the grassland is expected 
to be gradually restored. By 2030, the goal of comprehensive restoration of grassland 
biodiversity in the west of Jilin Province can be achieved.

The best volunteer ranger is chosen

WWF-Mongolia has announced a “I am a ranger” competition among volunteer rangers 
in Khar Yamaat Nature Reserve. The purpose of the competition was to motivate, promote 
their effort and encourage their initiatives to the public. 

Over 10 volunteer rangers took part in the competition and herder O. Tulga was selected 
as a winner. He is actively involved in conservation work. He regularly goes on patrolling 
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in the area. While doing so, a winter 
camp was found to be on fire and he 
put it out. Tulga also took an active 
part in fencing the source of the lake. 
He informs visitors about the protected 
area rules in Khar Yamaat Nature 
Reserve. Also, he spotted a lynx for 
the first time, and rangers were able 
to take pictures of the rare animal. He 
also works in the fire brigade. O. Tulga 
says: “Community participation is very 
important in nature conservation. 
We are grateful for WWF-Mongolia’s 
continued support.”

Crane Census Launched in the Amur River Basin 

Initiated by WWF Russia the work on crane count began in the Russian part of the Amur 
River Basin on the flyways and in bird concentration sites, as well as in the breeding 
grounds. In Amurskaya Province, NGO AmurSEU began counting cranes that have 
concentrated in the fields of the Amursky Wildlife Refuge. This is one of the key stopovers 
for birds migrating from the southern regions of China to the north of Amurskaya 
Province and to Yakutia. The staff of Khingansky Nature Reserve and the NGO “Khingan 
Keepers” use drones to search for cranes nests in the Arkhara Lowland.

In Evreiskaya Province, cranes census is carried out by the Bastak Nature Reserve. NGO 
“Bagulnik” conducts a questionnaire among local people about cranes encounters in the 
region. Aviation security officers provide their help as well. According to experts, the 
number of breeding white-naped cranes in Evreiskaya Province is 20-60 pairs, and the 
number of breeding group of the red-crowned crane can be 10-30 pairs.

The census will be carried out during the whole summer and will end with bird counts 
during the autumn migration. The accumulated data will help specialists to evaluate 
the effectiveness of crane breeding capacity and to develop measures to preserve and 
increase the numbers of rare birds.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/uchet-zhuravley-
startoval-v-basseyne-amura-/

WWF Demands Obligatory Monitoring of Salmon Spawning Grounds Filling in Amur

Russian Ministry of Agriculture has 
published an order draft on measures to 
regulate the Pacific salmon catch in the 
Far Eastern fishery basin in 2020. The 
document deals with restrictions to use 
certain fishing gear in the Amur River 
and Amursky Lagoon, in Sakhalinskaya 
and Kamchatka Regions. To conserve 

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/uchet-zhuravley-startoval-v-basseyne-amura-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/uchet-zhuravley-startoval-v-basseyne-amura-/
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salmon WWF proposes to include into the document the annual state-governed 
monitoring of the spawning grounds filling in Amur and reduce commercial pressure 
with regard to the received data.

WWF worries about the status of the Pacific salmon that enter Amur for spawning. In 
Khabarovsky Region, in the low Amur and Amursky Lagoon, chum salmon and humpback 
salmon are commercially caught but their overexploitation due to legal and illegal fishing 
the stock is depleting. In 2019, Khabarovsky Region’ fish men managed to harvest 8,1 
tons of the fall caviar which is one half of the allowable 15,8 tons catch.

With the support of WWF, since 2018 in the Amur basin a public monitoring of the 
spawning grounds filling is being implemented. Preliminary trained representatives of 
the indigenous people of the North take part in the research. They visit hard-to-reach 
areas and count fish using specially developed methods. 

WWF considers necessary: to reduce fishing pressure in the low Amur and Amursky 
Lagoon up to 40 % of the overall volume of the catch quota by restricting the number 
of fishing gear and limiting the fishing season in the fishing areas depending on the 
spawning grounds filling; to enforce control over the Fishing Rules, to enforce measures 
on water biological resources within entire Amur water area.

Japanese Crane Discovered in Sokhondinsky Reserve’s Buffer Zone for the First Time Ever

Encountering the Japanese crane 
in the buffer zone was regarded 
as a miracle. One of the Reserve’s 
inspector discovered the rare bird while 
patrolling the area. He made pictures of 
the crane and sent its location data to 
the research unit at the Reserve. Next 
day, the group of researches went to the 
site to prove the received data.

The southern Zabaikalsky Province is 
one of the important habitats of rare 
cranes in the Amur River basin and 
across the Globe. It is home for up to 10% of the world and 25% of the Russian population 
of the white-naped crane; up to 4% of the world and 20% of the Russian population 
of the Japanese crane. Multiyear climate cycles lasting sometimes for 30 years have a 
considerable impact on local wetlands. In 2019, with the start of a new wet season the 
dried lakes and rivers in the Onon River basin started to restore and the white-naped 
cranes are coming back. Maybe this is the reason for the Japanese crane to appear here. 
To timely organize protection of the “fresh” nesting grounds, a regular monitoring and 
research of the known nesting areas are needed.
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World Fish Migration Day Celebrated Online in the Amur River Basin 

On 14 May, a 24-hour webinar Global 
Swimways Marathon was organized, 
and on May 16, nature reserves, 
national parks and public organizations 
of 5 provinces of the Amur Basin joined 
WFMD with the support of WWF.

Khabarovsky Province: Komsomolsky 
NR and Anyuisky NP organized online 
exhibition of drawings and a quiz on 
the topic Migratory Fish on social 
networks while Bureinsky NR hosted a 
social competition Golden Fish: photos 
of homemade biscuits. While children 
were engaged in cooking bisquits, adults 
were telling them about migratory fish.

Amurskaya Province: Zeyisky NR launched online competition of Japanese carp-shaped 
windsocks, koinobori. But this time they were in the shape of salmon and were fixed on 
the participants’ balconies or windows. 

Evreiskaya Province: Berkut student nature protection brigade launched a contest of 
poems and stories Go Salmon! on the Vkontakte social network.

Zabaikalsky province: On May 16, in the Sokhondinsky Nature Reserve conducted a 
virtual online quiz “The Amazing Underwater World of the Sources of the Amur”. Answers 
to 15 questions will determine the best expert on underwater inhabitants. 

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/vsemirnyy-den-
migriruyushchikh-ryb-otprazdnuyut-v-basseyne-amura-onlayn/

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/vsemirnyy-den-migriruyushchikh-ryb-otprazdnuyut-v-basseyne-amura-onlayn/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/vsemirnyy-den-migriruyushchikh-ryb-otprazdnuyut-v-basseyne-amura-onlayn/
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BRIEF NEWS

Skills Competition among Students of Forest Institutes 
Wrapped Up in Russia

This year in spite of the complete lockdown, 390 
students from eight Russian institutes (and one 
from the Republic of Belarus) took part in the 
competition. The main idea of the event was to 
check the knowledge and to raise the interest 
among the youth towards studying forest science.

Alongside with the contest, The Primorskaya 
Agricultural Academy, a long WWF’s partner, held 
web-quiz among secondary schools of Primorye 
in which 100 kids from eight schools took part. 
They had to answer 40 questions of forestry. 
WWF supports the public awareness activities on 
a regular basis.

Students from the Amur River Basin are Among Winners of the Global Fish Migration Art Award

More than 5000 participants from 
32 countries took part in the Global 
Fish Migration Art Award– 2020 
organized by “Wildlife Forever” and 
the World Fish Migration Foundation 
with the support of WWF. About 100 
works from 5 provinces of the Russian 
Amur River Basin were submitted for 
the international stage of the contest. 
The winners were selected by the 
contest organizers, four of them are 
Russian students from Kamchatka, 
Khabarovsky, Primorsky, and Evreiskaya Provinces. 

Students of the Vladivostok Law Institute of the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs participated 
in a Contest in Favor of Wild Nature

The topic of this year round of the contest was The Current Challenges of Investigation of 
Crimes against Nature. The students had to do a research on how the evidences are being 
collected and how they are being checked. The jury out of tutors of the Law Institute 
and WF staff has chosen three winners. First prize went to Valeriya Kulik for the paper 
Forests will Save Climate if We Save Forests on the modern technical and criminalistics 
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means against illegal loggings. The second best paper describes aspects of criminal 
characteristics of illicit fishing while the third research work studied the way how the 
special knowledge help in investigation of illegal hunt.

Freed to be Wild. New RT Documentary on Wildlife Conservation Projects in Russia now on air 

Is available online from April 6. The 
documentary is a joint project between 
WWF Russia and RTD to commemorate 
the 25th anniversary of WWF work 
in Russia. The film tells a story about 
three persons who have dedicated their 
lives to protecting wildlife in the most 
extreme regions of the world’s biggest 
country. The moviemakers followed 
them tracking polar bears and walruses 
in Chukotka, placing Saker falcon 
chicks in Siberia, and saving Amur 
tigers and leopards in the Far East.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/dikie-i-
svobodnye-premera-filma-o-rabote-wwf-v-efire-rtd/

https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/dikie-i-svobodnye-premera-filma-o-rabote-wwf-v-efire-rtd/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/dikie-i-svobodnye-premera-filma-o-rabote-wwf-v-efire-rtd/
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WWF Announced Contest of Voiceover Texts for Video Clips about Cranes

WWF Russia issued the first episode 
of the series on the International Bird 
Day, on April 1. Since then, the videos 
come out almost in a real time mode 
no less than once a week. Igor Ishenko, 
a camera man, is in charge of this. He 
shoots ultra-cautious cranes in the 
hardest conditions. Another person 
in charge is Vasily Solkin, the series 
director. But for the time being the 
videos are silent – there is neither a voice over nor subtitles. WWF Russia suggests to 
“improve” the situation by joining the contest and become a co-author of the Year for 
the Cranes series. To grab the chance one can visit WWF's AmurInfoCenter web portal: 
https://amurinfocenter.org/en/konkurs-ozvuchki-video-zhuravl-2020/

The contest rules are simple: 1.The text should describe precisely what is happening in 
the clip; 2.the text that will be used as voice over should not be longer than the video 
clip (one minute long); 3.the best texts will be selected by a jury out of professional film 
directors and TV journalists; 4.the author of the text with the most number of "likes" will 
receive the "Audience Prize". Come and join us!

The contest will last till the autumn before the cranes head for the wintering grounds in 
the hot countries.

More details are here: https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-
obyavlyaet-konkurs-tekstov-k-videoserialu-god-zhuravlya-2020-/

https://amurinfocenter.org/en/konkurs-ozvuchki-video-zhuravl-2020/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-obyavlyaet-konkurs-tekstov-k-videoserialu-god-zhuravlya-2020-/
https://wwf.ru/en/resources/news/amur/wwf-rossii-obyavlyaet-konkurs-tekstov-k-videoserialu-god-zhuravlya-2020-/
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